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ABSTRACT
Some strong earthquakes are associated with increasing of volcanic activity in near and also in far field. This
research is to investigate the effect of the tectonic earthquakes in Nusa Tenggara Island area towards the
October 25th,2015 eruption of Mt. Rinjani, Indonesia. Three earthquakes occurred before the eruptions; Mw 5
Sumba earthquake on June 10th 2015, Mw 5.8 South of Java earthaquake July 26th, 2016 and Mw 5 South of Bali
on August 6th, 2015. In theory, dynamical stress transfer can be calculated by analyzing synthetic seismogram as
a waveform simulation at the volcano and the change of dynamical stress can be calculated with the finitedifference numerical method. Our result indicates that the dynamic stress value is still below the threshold value
that can trigger eruptions. Simulation of three earthquakes by varying the magnitude of each earthquake shows
that dynamic stress changes will surpass the threshold at M w  7.5. As all the earthquake that used in this study
have magnitude smaller then the threshold, it can be concluded that the eruption of Mount Rinjani was triggered
by internal factors, and very unlikely triggered by tyhe earthquake we investigated in this study.
Keywords - Earthquake (far-field), Mw (Moment Magnitude), synthetic seismogram, finite-difference methods,
Mt. Barujari

I.

INTRODUCTION

Earthquake has been considered as a cause
of volcanic activity. This argument has been
observed by a lot of research through a statistical
study from the data record of earthquake historical
catalog and the volcano eruptions, in the local,
regional or global region. That statistical research
showed that there is a relation between the large
tectonic earthquake (Mw ≥ 7) and the volcano
eruption with Vulcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) ≥ 2
in 500 days temporary and 750 km maximum
distance spatial scale [1][2][3]. The interaction
between the earthquake and the volcanic activity can
be physically described through the concept of stress
transfer mechanism. An earthquake generated a
wave source that propagates at the crust in all
directions radially. The propagation of the wave
caused a stress change in its distance temporary and
spatially. There are three stress change models in the
interaction between the earthquakes and volcanic,
those are static stress change, quasi-statics, and
dynamics stress change. Static stress change is a
permanent stress field change (static change). Quasistatics stress change is a stress change which is
related to the relaxation medium of low viscosity
inside the crust and the upper mantle under large
earthquake epicenter. Dynamics stress change is a
www.ijera.com

transient stress change caused by the passage of
seismic waves by a large earthquake [4]. The
research in this paper emphasized at the dynamical
transfer stress change model.
The characteristics of the dynamics stress
model, its range of influence can reach thousands of
kilometers depends on the size of earthquake’s
magnitude [5]. The value of the stress change that
triggered the eruption of the volcano is about 1 kPa10kPa [6][7]. The other factors, besides the
earthquake, that caused the eruption of the volcano
are earth’s tides [7], climate change [8] and the
collapse of glacial ice [9].
The volcano eruption mechanism that
triggered by the transfer stress model with
dynamical stress model can be explained as follows.
The increase of pressure in the magma chamber of
the volcano with a small value in kPa which caused
by the shake of the earthquake will change the stress
in the magma chamber. This could lead to the
increase of bubbles of volatile gas growth and will
directly cause the increase of the pressure. As the
volatile gas growth increased, the increase of the
pressure will be getting bigger so that overthrow the
dome of the volcano. Finally, the effusive eruption
occurred at the interaction between the earthquake
and volcano, as in Merapi Volcano case at 2006
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[10]. The trigger effect caused the increase of the
system activity, although it comes from the far-field
earthquake and the small stress change, only if the
volcano condition is critical [11].
The study of the volcano eruption trigger
that caused by an earthquake is useful to precursor
interpretation, volcano hazard mitigation in risk
management disaster. The eruption of Mt. Rinjani
that occurred on October 25th, 2015 is very
interesting to be investigated, especially in the
presence of tectonic earthquake at Nusa Tenggara
that have been occurred before.
Geographically, Mt. Rinjani is located in
Lombok Island, West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia on
position 8.40o S and 116.43o E with the altitude 3726
meters above sea level. Tectonically, Lombok Island
is located in inner arc of Nusa Tenggara Island (The
Lesser of the Sunda Islands, Fig. 2.). The inner arc
of Nusa Tenggara Island is formed by subduction
activity between the Indo-Australia plates under the
Eurasia slab. This subduction is perpendicular one
another that formed a tilt between 60o-70o with the
thickness of the crust is about 20 km [12]. WadatiBenioff Zone is located about under 164 km from
the Mt. Rinjani [13]. Mt. Rinjani is stratovolcanic
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that consist of calc-alkaline basaltic that was formed
at Quartier period at Tertiary Age, volcanic and
intrusive rock sediment [14].
The volcano’s activity is being observed at
Volcano Observation Monitor that located in
Sembalun Lawang Village East Lombok District
West Nusa Tenggara (Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB))
(under the supervision of Centre for Volcanology
and Geological Hazard Mitigation Indonesia).
On October 25th, 2015 at 13.00 (WITA), the
activity level of Mt. Rinjani has been increased from
Level I (Normal) into Level II (Alert) based on the
increase of the activity of ash eruption. The seismic
observation instrument record the volcanic
earthquakes, tremor, eruption, explosion, low
frequency, shallow volcanic (volcanic type B), depth
volcanic (volcanic type A) and local tectonic and
far-field tectonic in 2015 (Fig. 1).
The activity of earthquake seismicity at
2015 period varies from shallow, medium and depth
earthquake so in accordance with the small, medium
and large magnitude of the earthquake. The
domination of the shallow earthquake is mostly in
the sea and with a magnitude around the medium
scale (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Earthquake Histogram Mt. Rinjani January 1st November 13rd, 2015 at 12:00 WITA (after CVGHM,
2015)
The purpose of this research is to find out
the effect of a medium earthquake with ≥ Mw 5 at
Nusa Tenggara Island to the activity of Mt. Rinjani,
Lombok, Indonesia that occurred on October 25th,
2015. There are three reviewed earthquakes before
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the eruption of Mt. Rinjani, those are Sumba
earthquake with magnitude scale Mw 5 at June 10th,
2015, South of Java earthquake with magnitude Mw
5.8 at July 26th, 2016 and South of Bali earthquake
Mw 5 at August 6th, 2015 (Table 1).
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II.

METHOD

This research had been done at Mt. Rinjani,
at the coordinate 8o 25’ S and 116o28’ E on 3726 m
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above sea level, that located in Lombok Island at
the coordinate 7o-12o S until 112o-125.5o E (Fig. 2).

Fig 2. Map of the Location of the Research and Earthquake Focal Mechanism Catalogue Sumba June 10 th 2015
Mw5, earthquake South of Java July 26th, 2015, Mw5,8 and Earthquake South of Bali August 6th, 2015, Mw5
and The Central Eruption of Rinjani Complex Vocano at Mt. Barujari inside The Caldera on October 25 th 2015
(after CVMBG)
The calculation of dynamic stress changes
in the magma systems of Mt. Barujari in the Mt.
Rinjani complex resulted from earthquake using the
catalogue data focal mechanism with seismogram
record at GFZ Germany’s network station. The

seismogram data are taken from Sumbawa’s
earthquake occurred on June 10th, 2015, South of
Java’s earthquake at July 26th, 2015 and South of
Bali’s earthquake at August 6th, 2015 (Table 1).

Table 1. Focal Mechanism Earthquake Catalogue Data (after GFZ GEOFON German)
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The dynamical stress analysis had been
done with making seismogram pressure model at
magma system Mt. Barujari. The first step that
needed is making a synthetic seismogram at
recording station with parameters from the focal
mechanism, the earth velocity model (AK-135 F)
[15], depth source, the distance of epicenter with the
record station, window time, frequency sampling
and the depth of recording station. The next step, the
convolution is done in the frequency range between
Green function and the parameter source function
above. The synthetic seismogram is made with the
program code Qseis that had been developed by
Wang [16].
In addition, the synthetic seismogram
results will be confirmed with velocity seismogram
that recorded with Geofon GFZ Germany at Jagi and
Plai station (see http://www.gfz-posdam.de/geofon).
The calibration is done with the quantitative ways
using misfit criteria method [17], based on the timefrequency representation of seismogram obtained as
the continuous wavelet transform with the analyzing
Morlet wavelet. The misfit criteria include timefrequency envelope and phase misfits. After
matching between synthetic and recording
seismogram, with the same ways, we made the
synthetic seismogram in the magma volcano systems
with the same source function and Green function
parameter.
Furthermore, the dynamical stress change
calculated by using pressure calculation approach at
some point volume in magma volcano system. The
pressure approach calculated from volumetric strain
multiplied with Bulk’ constants [10]. Volume point,
that reviewed, considered as particles shift from
synthetic seismogram. The volumetric strain and the
Bulk’ constants written in mathematical equations as
mentioned in equation (1) and (2), while the pressure
at some point volume mentioned in equation (3).
=

+

+

=

(1)
(2)

P=

(3)

This research is using Bulk’ constant that
calculated from Lame λ = 0.1045 GPa and μ = 1.02
GPa parameters so that Bulk’ constants κ will be
valued 0.7845 GPa [10]. While, the Bulk’ constants
multiplied with volumetric strain at a point of Mt.
Barujari magma chamber is located. The dynamical
stress values change is calculated using the finitedifferent numerical methods.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dynamical stress change that caused by an
earthquake to the volcano magma system was
calculated at 3 km depth, which was calculated by
equation (3), that’s volumetric strain multiplied with
Bulk’ constants. Based on the calculation, dynamical
stress change can be seen at the maximum amplitude
from peak to peak pressure synthetic seismogram
(Fig. 3, 4 & 5). The results from three earthquakes
which reviewed from dynamical stress change in the
magma systems of Mt. Barujari can be seen in Table
(2).

Fig. 3. Dynamical Stress Change Caused by
Earthquake from June 10th 2015 at Mt. Barujari in
Rinjani Complex in 3 km Depth
The dynamical stress change modeling
result on three earthquakes that reviewed showed as
follows:
First, the acquisition of dynamical stress
from Sumba’s earthquake at June 10th, 2015, at 58
km depth with magnitude Mw 5, calculated in 3 km
depth under magma system of Mt. Barujari with
544.92 km distance from epicenter was 0.012 kPa
(Table 2). The difference of time between the
earthquake and eruption was about 4 months.
Second, the South of Java earthquake at
July 26th, 2015 at 62 km depth and magnitude Mw
5.8 with 417.97 km epicenter distance from the
volcano and 3 km depth of magma chamber. Its
dynamical stress is 0.125 kPa and the difference
between the earthquake and eruption was 3 months.
Third, the South of Bali earthquake at
August 6th, 2015 with 61 km depth and magnitude
Mw 5, epicenter distance 169.29 km away from the
volcano and 3 km bag magma depth with 0.2 kPa
dynamical stress change. The difference between the
earthquake and the eruption was 2 months.
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Table 2. The Dynamical Stress Change Calculation
Results

Fig. 4. Dynamical Stress Change Caused by
Earthquake at July 26th, 2015 at Mt. Barujari in
Rinjani Complex at 3 km depth under the peak
Earthquake, that had been reviewed, is
included with far-field effect from the seismic wave
with a medium magnitude between 5 ≤ Mw ≤ 7.
Results showed that the stress change
values wasn’t significant as a volcano eruption
trigger, if we compare it to the threshold eruption,
according to Walter (6). However, the activity of Mt.
Rinjani kept increasing from October 25th, 2015 until
four months later. The speculation of interpretation
stated that eruption of Mt. Rinjani is caused by an
internal factor.

Fig. 5. Dynamical Stress Change Caused by
earthquake at August 6th, 2015 at Mt. Barujari in
Rinjani Complex in 3 km depth under the peak
The eruption mechanism, because of
external factor, much affected by the amount of the
amplitude, the distance of epicenter from the
earthquake to the volcano, the orientation of fault
sources of the earthquake and the condition of the
volcano, whether it’s in crisis or not [18].
The critical condition is determined from
the inside of magma, including magma’s
composition and their physical and chemical
properties. The influx of low-density magma, from
the bottom to the upper position, push the magma
that located in the upper for rising to the surface and
the volcano’s vent will be opened because of the
insistence so that the eruption occurred.
www.ijera.com

By changing the variation of magnitude
values with a fixed distance at the epicenter of three
earthquakes, we calculated the dynamical stress
change with simulation test. The results showed that
the earthquake above ≥ Mw 7 (Table 3) influenced
the dynamical stress change, because of exceeding
the threshold as a trigger in volcano’s eruption.
Table 3. The Result of Dynamical Stress Change
Calculation

The Earthquake simulation has been made
with varying the amount of magnitude with the fixed
epicenter’s distance at the dynamical stress change
calculation from three earthquakes. The results
showed can be seen at the Table (3). The purpose of
the simulation is to know at which amount of
amplitude with fixed dynamical stress change ≥ 10
kPa.

IV. CONCLUSION
Normally, the interaction research between
the tectonic earthquake and the volcano eruption is
observed by seeing the earthquake before the
eruption. In this research, we observed the tectonic
earthquake effect to the volcano eruption
phenomena.
The three earthquakes around Nusa
Tenggara those have been observed are far-field
tectonic earthquakes with a medium magnitude
which expected to affect the eruption activity at Mt.
Barujari in the Rinjani Complex. We used the stress
transfer mechanism from earthquake to the volcano
in studying with dynamical stress analysis model.
Before the eruption, the earthquake occurred for 2 to
4 months.
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The dynamical stress measurements from
three earthquakes reviewed in this research have
shown that the dynamical stress change in the
volcano magma system in the 3km depth have the
values less than the eruption’s threshold. The stress
change value that does not prove the Mt. Barujari’s
eruption in the Rinjani complex, caused by the
tectonic far-field earthquake. Whereas, the
simulation test from three earthquakes reviewed with
magnitude variation and fixed epicentral distance
showed that an earthquake with ≥ Mw 7.5
magnitude, the dynamical stress change exceeded
the threshold. The important thing in this research is
the eruption trigger at Mt. Barujari, Lombok caused
by from internal factor, while the external trigger is
the large earthquakes around the research site.
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